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Lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) are currently the most advanced non-viral clinically approved messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA)
delivery systems. The ability of a mRNA vaccine to have a therapeutic effect is related to the capacity of LNPs to deliver the nucleic
acid intact into cells. The role of LNPs is to protect mRNA, especially from degradation by ribonucleases (RNases) and to allow it to
access the cytoplasm of cells where it can be translated into the protein of interest. LNPs enter cells by endocytosis and their size is
a critical parameter impacting their cellular internalization. In this work, we studied different formulation process parameters
impacting LNPs size. Taylor dispersion analysis (TDA) was used to determine the LNPs size and size distribution and the results were
compared with those obtained by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). TDA was also used to study both the degradation of mRNA in
the presence of RNases and the percentage of mRNA encapsulation within LNPs.
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INTRODUCTION
Prophylactic vaccines stimulate the immune system to produce
immunity against a specific pathogen, protecting the person from
future infections. Thereby, during the last century, conventional
vaccine approaches have drastically reduced the mortality and
morbidity associated with infectious diseases [1, 2]. Despite this
success, the number of untreated medical needs remains high and
new infectious diseases are appearing periodically [3]. The
development of new vaccine strategies is therefore required.
Messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) vaccines have emerged as

promising and versatile alternatives to conventional vaccine
approaches [4]. These vaccines do not carry a typical antigen
but rather the information for producing it using the cell
machinery and turning the body into its own antigen factory.
This is close to the process of natural viral infections, where viral
genetic material is used to produce viral proteins from within a
host cell. The use of mRNA vaccine has several beneficial features
over whole inactivated, live-attenuated, subunit or DNA-based
vaccines. Indeed, mRNA is a noninfectious platform that does not
need to enter into the cell nucleus to be effective [5] and has the
potential for rapid development and manufacturing. mRNA
vaccines are manufactured using defined processes, regardless
of the antigen encoded by the mRNA, which allows to simplify
vaccine production and quality control and therefore reduce
development and validation timelines [6]. The first report of
successful use of in vitro transcribed (IVT) mRNA was published in
1990, when mRNAs were injected into mice and protein
production was detected [7]. However, until recently, use of
mRNA vaccine has been hold back by mRNA instability, high
innate immune activation, and inefficient intra cellular delivery [8].
Recent advances on IVT-mRNA structure and RNA delivery systems
have allowed to overcome these issues, and mRNA vaccines show

now considerable promises for both prophylactic and therapeutic
vaccines [9]. Onpattro® (patisiran) was the first RNA-based drug
approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the
European Medicines Agency in 2018 [10]. This drug uses small
interfering RNA encapsulated into lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) for
the treatment of hereditary transthyretin-mediated amyloidosis
[11, 12]. Since then, other highly effective RNA-based vaccines
using LNPs have been developed and approved in a record time
during the COVID-19 epidemic [13]. This opens the way and the
hope for the acceleration of the development of new vaccines
based on mRNA vaccine technology [14]. Yet, some points still
need to be optimized such as the stability of the formulations
[15, 16], the endosomal escape efficiency [17, 18], the reduction of
reactogenicity and adverse events after injection [19], and the
precise targeting of certain organs [20–22].
LNPs are not simple carriers, they play an active role in the

vaccine efficacy [23]. Among other physicochemical parameters, the
size of the LNPs is a critical parameter that has an important effect
on their in vivo behavior. Particle size is known to influence the
pathway of cell internalization and intracellular processing [24–27].
Size also influences the pharmacokinetics of the nanoparticles
[28, 29]. The size of LNPs can therefore be optimized to specifically
target certain organs [30–34]. Moreover, size characterization is also
of major importance during stability studies as it is necessary to
verify that there is no aggregation, fusion or degradation of the
LNPs and that their size remains stable [15]. Optimizing mRNA-
based vaccine formulations requires the development of new
analytical methods to better understand current limitations and to
challenge existing analytical methods [35].
In this work, Taylor dispersion analysis (TDA) was used as a

powerful tool for the optimization of LNPs formulations. LNPs of
different sizes were formulated by modifying three parameters: (i)
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the PEG-lipid content, (ii) the total flow rate (TFR) which is the fluid
volume which passes per unit of time and (iii) the flow rate ratio
(FRR) between the aqueous and the organic phase. The sizes and
size distribution obtained by TDA were then compared to those
obtained by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) which is a method
widely used for the monitoring of LNPs formulations [28, 36]. TDA
was also used to follow the degradation of mRNA in the presence
of ribonucleases and to determine the percentage of mRNA
encapsulation within the LNPs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals and materials
FLuc (Cyanine 5 Firefly Luciferase) mRNA (1929 nucleotides) at 1 mg/mL in
1mM sodium citrate pH 6.4 was purchased from TriLink BioTechnologies
(San Diego, CA, USA). RNase-free water DEPC treated was purchased from
Thermo Fisher Scientific (Illkirch-Graffenstaden, France). Trisodium citrate
dihydrate HOC(COONa)(CH2COONa)2 ·2H2O, (Mw= 294.1 g/mol) and citric
acid monohydrate HOC(COOH)(CH2COOH)2·H2O (Mw= 210.1 g/mol) were
purchased from Merk (Darmstadt, Germany). DLin-MC3-DMA
((6Z,9Z,28Z,31Z)-heptatriacont-6,9,28,31-tetraene-19-yl 4-(dimethylamino)
butanoate) was purchased from Sai Life Sciences Ltd. (Telangana, India).
DSPC (1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine), Chol (cholesterol) and
DMG-PEG-2000 (1,2-dimyristoyl-rac-glycero-3-methoxypolyethylene glycol-
2000) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Quentin Fallavier, France).
Absolute ethanol was purchased from Carlo Erba Reagents (Val de Reuil,
France). PBS (phosphate-buffered saline) 10X buffer was purchased from
Eurobio Scientific (Les Ulis, France). Slide-A-Lyzer™ dialysis cassettes, 10 K
MWCO, 3mL, were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Illkirch-
Graffenstaden, France). µSIL-FC (fluorocarbon polymer) coated capillaries
were purchased from Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara, CA, USA).
Invitrogen™ Quant-iT™ RiboGreen™ RNA Assay Kit and Pierce™ White
Opaque 96-Well Plates were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific
(Illkirch-Graffenstaden, France). Ribonuclease A from bovine pancreas
(RNase A, Mw= 14 kDa, pI= 9) and Triton™ X-100 were purchased from
Merk (Darmstadt, Germany). Deionized water was further purified with a
Milli-Q system from Millipore (Molsheim, France).

Formulation of LNPs
LNPs self-assemble by the rapid dilution of an organic phase containing
lipids in an aqueous phase containing the mRNA. The organic phase was
prepared by mixing the four lipids in absolute ethanol at the following
molar ratio DLinMC3-DMA:DSPC:Chol:DMG-PEG-2000 (50:10:40-x:x). Stock
solutions of lipids were previously prepared in absolute ethanol at the
following concentrations: DLinMC3-DMA 100mg/mL, DSPC 30mg/mL,
Chol 18mg/mL, DMG-PEG-2000 30mg/mL. The aqueous phase was
prepared by diluting mRNA at 0.25 g/L in 50mM RNase free citrate buffer,
pH 4. The mixing step was performed using NanoAssemblr® IgniteTM

instrument from Precision NanoSystems (Vancouver, Canada). One syringe
was filled with the aqueous solution and another one with the ethanolic
solution. LNPs are then produced setting up the NanoAssemblr® software
with the following parameters: FRR and TFR. Both parameters varied
according to each formulation, as summarized in Table 1. 2 mL solution
were involved per formulation with 0.45mL of start waste volume and
0.05mL of end waste volume, resulting in 1.5 mL per LNP formulation.
After formulation step, each LNP-mRNA sample was immediately dialyzed
one night against 500mL of 50mM citrate buffer, pH 4 using Slide-A-Lyzer
dialysis cassette 10 K MWCO. This first dialysis was performed to remove
residual ethanol. After that, two successive dialysis of one day and one
night long in total were performed against 500mL PBS buffer at pH 7.4 to
raise the pH to physiological value. The size of the different LNPs
formulations was then determined by DLS and the formulations were
filtered using 0.2 or 0.45 micrometer filters according to their size. The
formulations were then stored at +5 °C.

Taylor Dispersion Analysis (TDA)
The equipment used for TDA experiments was a 7100 Capillary
Electrophoresis Agilent system (Waldbronn, Germany). This system was
equipped with a diode array detector and with a Zetalif LED induced
fluorescence detector purchased from Adelis (Grabels, France), both
connected in series. The UV measurements were performed at 200 nm.
The fluorescent measurements were performed with excitation at 480 nm
(for RiboGreen® RNA dye). A neutral μSIL-FC capillary of 61 cm total length Ta
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(52.5 cm to the UV detector, 40 cm to the fluorescence detector) × 50 μm
was used. The temperature of the capillary cartridge was set at 25 °C. The
capillary was presaturated before use with the LNP formulations for 10min
at 60mbar. The presaturation is performed to limit further LNP adsorption
on the capillary surface, it allows to saturate the interaction sites and
therefore creates a dynamic coating inside the capillary. The optimization
of TDA parameters to ensure reliable results has been described in a
previous article [37]. The LNP formulations were injected without prior
dilution into the capillaries filled with PBS buffer. TDA experiments were
performed using 60mbar mobilization pressure of a sample plug injected
at 20mbar for 6 s. The elution peaks obtained were fitted using two
Gaussians, depending on the number of objects in the solution, according
to equation (1) using a home-developed Excel spreadsheet:

S tð Þ ¼
X2

i¼1

Ai
σi

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p exp
�ðt � t0Þ2

2σ2i
(1)

where S(t) is the absorbance signal, σi is the temporal variance, Ai is a
constant that depended on the response factor and the injected quantity
of solute and t0 is the average elution time. t0 is directly obtained from the
position of the maximum of absorbance and σi, and Ai are adjusting
parameters obtained by nonlinear least square regression using Excel
solver.
The temporal variance σi allows to calculate the molecular diffusion

coefficient Di according to Eq. (2):

Di ¼ R2c t0
24σ2i

(2)

where Rc is the capillary radius. Stokes–Einstein Eq. (3) allows then to
determine the hydrodynamic diameter Dh,i:

Dh;i ¼ kBT
3πηDi

(3)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and η is the
eluent viscosity. Taylor dispersion analysis is suitable for determining the
hydrodynamic diameter of objects ranging from 0.1 nm to 300 nm [38].
To get the size distribution, the elution profile can be fitted using a

second approach based on Regularized Linear Inversion (CRLI) algorithm
[39] according to Eq. (4):

S tð Þ ¼
Z 1

0
CMðDÞρðDÞ

ffiffiffiffi
D

p
exp

�ðt � t0Þ212D
R2c t0

" #
dD (4)

where C is an instrumental constant, M(D) and ρ(D) are the mass and the
molar concentration of the objects with the diffusion coefficient D,
respectively. The polydispersity of the sample can further be determined
using Eqs. (5) and (6):

σ2Dh
¼

R Dhmax

Dhmin
Dh � Dh
� �2

P Dhð ÞdDh
R Dhmax

Dhmin
P Dhð ÞdDh

(5)

PDI ¼ σDh

Dh

� �2

(6)

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
The equipment used for DLS experiments was a Malvern Panalytical
Zetasizer Nano ZS system (Palaiseau, France). LNPs formulations were
diluted by adding 10 µL of the formulation into 1mL PBS buffer. The
temperature of the cuvettes was set at 25 °C. The measurement angle was
173°. Cumulant fit was used to fit the experimental data of the
autocorrelation function and to get the intensity average hydrodynamic
diameter.

Encapsulation efficiency by Ribogreen assay
To determine mRNA encapsulation efficiency, two calibration curves were
first performed with unformulated mRNA. The first curve was determined
with mRNA diluted to 0.04, 0.10, 0.40, 0.80, and 1.20 µg/mL in 1X RNase
free TE buffer (10mM Tris-HCl with 1mM EDTA) and the second one in 1X
RNase free TE buffer with 0.5% (v/v) Triton X-100 in a 96-well plate. Quant-
iT RiboGreen fluorescent reagent was diluted by 200 and then added to

each well in volume equal the RNA solution (dilution by 2). The
fluorescence signal (excitation/emission: 480/520 nm) was quantified using
SpectraMax® i3k from Molecular Devices (San Jose, CA, USA).
LNP-mRNA formulations were then diluted in 1X RNase free TE buffer

and in 1X RNase free TE buffer with 0.5% (v/v) Triton X-100, followed by
Quant-iT RiboGreen reagent addition. mRNA samples were diluted to
target the middle of the calibration range (≈0.40 µg/mL). mRNA
encapsulation was determined by comparing the fluorescence in the
presence and in the absence of Triton X-100. In the absence of Triton X-
100, the signal only comes from the free (unencapsulated) mRNA while, in
the presence of Triton X-100, the signal comes from the total mRNA as the
detergent allows to break the LNPs. The encapsulation efficiencies (ee%)
were therefore calculated according to Eq. (7):

ee% ¼ 1� free mRNA without Tritonð Þ
total mRNA with Tritonð Þ

� �
´ 100 (7)

RESULTS
Nine formulations of LNPs were produced by dilution of an
ethanolic phase containing the lipids in an aqueous citrate buffer
containing mRNA, as shown in Fig. 1. The first three formulations
[F1–F3] have been formulated with mRNA in the citrate buffer and
the next six [F4–F9] without mRNA but with the same other
parameters of formulation. Three formulation parameters have
been studied: (i) the PEG-lipid content, (ii) the total flow rate and
(iii) the flow rate ratio between the aqueous and the organic
phase, as summarized in Table 1.
The formulations were analyzed in triplicates by TDA and the

mean hydrodynamic diameters were calculated by fitting the
elution peaks obtained with two gaussian curves using a home-
developed Excel spreadsheet (see Fig. S1 to visualize the
taylorgram fits). Two-Gaussian fitting is used for taking into
account the LNP population and the presence of small molecules
in the samples (represented by the small sharp peak at the top of
the elution profile). Figure 2A shows that decreasing the PEG-lipid
content from 5 to 0.5% led to an increase in the hydrodynamic

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of lipid nanoparticles (LNPs)
formulation by rapid dilution of an ethanolic phase containing
lipids in an aqueous phase containing mRNA. At low pH, the
ionizable lipids are positively charged and electrostatic interactions
between the negatively charged mRNA and the ionizable lipids
result in the formation of the LNPs nuclei. At the same time,
hydrophobic interactions between the lipids and the aqueous phase
cause the lipids to group, avoiding contact with the aqueous phase,
and resulting in the formation of the LNPs envelope.
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diameters of the LNPs from 52 ± 2 to 216 ± 4 nm, respectively,
leading to broader elution profiles. Figure 2B shows that a
decrease in the total flow rate from 6 to 1mL/min resulted in an
increase in the hydrodynamic diameters from 83 ± 5 to
121 ± 5 nm, respectively. Figure 2C shows that a decrease in the
flow rate ratio from 5:1 to 2:1 also resulted in an increase in
the hydrodynamic diameters from 79 ± 4 to 100 ± 5 nm,
respectively.
The mean hydrodynamic diameters and the polydispersity

indices of all LNPs formulations were also measured by DLS for
comparison (see Table 1). The size distributions obtained by DLS
and by TDA using Regularized Linear Inversion (CRLI) algorithm
[39] were given in Figs. S2 and S3, respectively, and the
corresponding polydispersity indices (PDI) were gathered in
Table 1. The results obtained by TDA and DLS were compared
and the sizes and PDI obtained by TDA were systematically lower
than those obtained by DLS for all the LNPs formulations, due to
intrinsic differences in these two techniques [37].
Figure 3A displays the size distributions (in triplicates) obtained

by TDA for formulation F1, F3, and for a 50/50 (v/v) F1–F3 mixture.
Figure 3B displays the size distributions of the same samples

obtained by DLS for comparison. In DLS, the size distributions of
the two formulations analyzed separately were shown to overlap
with [30–300] nm for F1 and [110–600] nm for F2, which was not
the case in TDA, [35–70] nm for F1 and [160–280] nm for F2. When
analyzing the F1–F3 mixture, a single population with a very broad
peak of [30–600] nm and an average size of 211 ± 4 nm was
observed in DLS, while two distinct populations of [40–70] nm and
[160–240] nm could be distinguished in TDA.
Subsequently, TDA was used to study the degradation of mRNA

in presence of ribonuclease A (RNase A). Figure 4A shows the
analysis of naked mRNA (unencapsulated) at 0.5 g/L in PBS buffer
(without RNase A, see blue trace) giving an average hydrodynamic
diameter of 43 ± 2 nm (mRNA Length: 1929 nucleotides). Repeat-
ing the same operation after addition of RNase A at 5 mg/L (below
RNase A UV detection limit in TDA) in the mRNA solution, led to
much a thinner peak (see green trace), the hydrodynamic
diameter being only 1.4 ± 0.2 nm. The same experiment was then
carried out on a LNP formulation encapsulating mRNA. No
significant difference in size was observed with or without the
presence of RNase A, the hydrodynamic diameters being similar
(82 ± 4 and 84 ± 4 nm, respectively). Finally, a 50/50 (v/v) mixture

Fig. 2 Taylorgrams obtained for the size characterization of LNPs. Impact of formulation parameters: PEG-lipid content (A), Total Flow Rate
(TFR) (B), Flow Rate Ratio (FRR) (C). Experimental conditions: µSIL-FC coated capillaries of 61 cm total length (52.5 cm to the UV
detector) × 50 μm i.d. Buffer: 10 mM PBS, pH 7.4, η= 0.9 × 10−3 Pa s. Capillary presaturation: LNPs for 10 min at 60mbar. Capillary
preconditioning: H2O for 2 min at 960 mbar followed by 2min PBS at 960mbar. Injection of LNPs: 20 mbar, 6 s. Mobilization pressure: 60 mbar.
Sample: LNPs (DLin-MC3-DMA:DSPC:Chol:DMG-PEG-2000 at 50:10:40-x:x molar ratio) empty or encapsulating Firefly Luciferase (FLuc) mRNA.
UV detection: 200 nm. Temperature: 25 °C. All results are presented in triplicates.
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of a LNPs solution and a free mRNA solution was prepared. In the
absence of RNase A, two populations were distinguished by TDA,
one of 43 ± 1 nm corresponding to the free mRNA and one of
84 ± 1 nm corresponding to LNPs (see blue trace). In the presence
of RNase A, a population of 1.4 ± 0.1 nm, corresponding to the
naked mRNA degraded by RNase A, and another one of 86 ± 2 nm,
corresponding to LNPs, were observed. The Gaussian fits of the
elution profiles are presented in Fig. S4.

In order to access the integrity of the mRNA encapsulated
within the LNPs and to calculate the percentage encapsulation,
RiboGreen® Reagent was used with a fluorescence detector on the
capillary electrophoresis equipment. This fluorescent reagent does
not enter LNPs and allows to label the free mRNA (red traces in
Fig. 5). TE (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.5) was used as buffer
instead of PBS for TDA measurement involving RiboGreen®
Reagent as it is provided in the Invitrogen™ Quant-iT™ RiboGreen™

Fig. 3 Size distributions obtained by TDA and DLS. Analysis of formulations F1, F3 and a 50/50 (v/v) mixture of F1 and F3. TDA experimental
conditions as in Fig. 2. DLS experimental conditions: 10 mM PBS buffer, pH 7.4, η= 0.9 × 10−3 Pa s. Sample: LNPs (DLin-MC3-
DMA:DSPC:Chol:DMG-PEG-2000 at 50:10:40-x:x molar ratio) empty or encapsulating Firefly Luciferase (FLuc) mRNA. Sample dilution: 10 µL
of the formulation into 1mL PBS buffer. Temperature: 25 °C. Measurement angle: 173°. All results are presented in triplicates.

Fig. 4 Taylorgrams obtained in the absence or in the presence of RNase A. Analysis of free mRNA (A), mRNA loaded LNP formulation F2 (B)
and a mixture of free mRNA and LNP formulation F2 (C). Experimental conditions: free mRNA is Firefly Luciferase (FLuc) mRNA. LNP
formulation F2 is DLin-MC3-DMA:DSPC:Chol:DMG-PEG-2000 at 50:10:38.5:1.5 molar ratio encapsulating FLuc mRNA. RNase A concentration in
the final samples (green traces): 2.5 mg/L. Other conditions as in Fig. 2. All results are presented in triplicates.
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RNA Assay Kit. A first visual observation of the free mRNA peaks
obtained for the two formulations F1 and F3 in Fig. 5, shows that
F1 has a higher rate of free mRNA than F3. To access the amount
of total mRNA, the LNPs were deformulated by adding a powerful
surfactant Triton X-100 at 0.5% (v/v) (see purple traces in Fig. 5).
The ratio between the two peak areas (free mRNA/total mRNA)
directly gave access to the percentage of mRNA encapsulation.
Encapsulations of 79 and 95% were obtained for F1 and F3,
respectively. To confirm these results, the encapsulation efficien-
cies of the two formulations were also calculated by Ribogreen
assay using SpectraMax® i3k, (see materials and methods). This
orthogonal method gave similar percentage of mRNA encapsula-
tion (75% and 94% for F1 and F3, respectively).
Additionally, it was possible to access the size of the mRNA by

TDA, giving information on its integrity, by fitting the elution
profile before and after LNP deformulation using Triton X-100. In
the case of formulation F1, the average hydrodynamic diameter
was 28 ± 2 nm and 37 ± 2 nm for the free mRNA (before
deformulation) and the total mRNA (after deformulation),
respectively. In the case of formulation F2, the average hydro-
dynamic diameter was 10 ± 2 nm and 42 ± 2 nm for the free mRNA
and the total mRNA, respectively.
Finally, using calibration curves performed with naked mRNA, as

presented in Fig. S5, it was possible to access the concentration of
the total mRNA and free mRNA present in one formulation.
12.3 µg/mL free mRNA and 60.7 µg/mL total mRNA were found for
formulation F1 and 3.2 µg/mL free mRNA and 62.1 µg/mL total
mRNA were found for formulation F3.

DISCUSSION
The size of LNPs is a critical parameter for cellular uptake [33, 40].
In this work, three parameters impacting LNPs size were studied.
First, the PEG-lipid content was shown to have a significant impact
on the size of LNPs, as a decrease from 5% to 0.5% multiplies the
hydrodynamic diameter by 4. The strong influence of the PEG-
lipid content has already been reported in the literature and the
results obtained are in agreement with those of Belliveau et al.
[41] and Yanez Arteta et al. [42]. Furthermore, Bao et al. [43].
showed that LNPs with higher PEG-C-DMA amount altered gene
silencing efficacy by potentially reducing endosomal disruption. In
addition, several studies reported the presence of anti-PEG
antibodies [44, 45], therefore the development of new strategies
to optimize or replace the PEG lipid was explored [46–50]. But its

replacement is tricky and other strategies must be considered for
size optimization, especially trying to obtain small-sized LNPs with
diameter <100 nm.
Two other parameters of the formulation that have also been

reported to have an impact on LNP size [51] were studied, namely
the TFR and the FRR. It appeared in this work that the higher the
TFR and the FRR, the smaller the LNPs size. Indeed, the faster the
dilution of the ethanol phase in the aqueous phase, the less time
needed for lipids to group and stabilize, and the smaller the LNPs
size. Therefore, the system used for mixing the organic and the
aqueous phases is also a critical point for controlling the LNPs size.
To obtain small LNPs of well-defined size, the system must allow a
rapid and homogeneous dilution of the ethanolic phase into the
aqueous phase by maximizing the contact interface between the
two fluids [52, 53].
The sizes, size distributions, and polydispersity indices of the

LNPs formulations measured by TDA using CRLI fit [39] were
compared to the ones obtained by DLS using Cumulant fit. The
size distributions obtained by TDA were all narrower and shifted
towards smaller sizes than those obtained by DLS. Therefore, the
mean hydrodynamic diameters and the polydispersity indices
obtained by TDA were smaller than those one obtained by DLS.
These differences can be explained by the fact that the two
techniques do not determine the same size distributions. The size
distribution obtained by TDA is related to the weight-average (or
mass-average) distribution for a detection sensitive to the mass
concentration [54], each LNP contributing to the distribution
relative to their mass proportion in the mixture. In contrast, the
size distribution obtained by DLS is related to the intensity-
average distribution, that gives more weight to the larger entities,
since the distribution is weighted by the scattered intensity
scaling as the hydrodynamic radius to the power 6. As the size
distributions obtained by DLS are wider than those obtained by
TDA, it is thus more difficult to distinguish two populations in DLS
than in TDA. This was confirmed by the analysis of a 50–50
mixture of two LNP formulations of different hydrodynamic
diameters (52 and 216 nm). Indeed, DLS experiments showed a
single mode distribution with an average size close to the one of
the largest LNP in the mixture, while TDA was able to identify the
presence of two LNP populations. These differences show the
complementarity of the two methods for a better characterization
of LNP size distributions. For instance, DLS can easily detect the
presence of few quantities of larger or aggregated LNP in the
sample, while TDA brings a distribution relative to the mass

Fig. 5 Taylorgrams obtained for the determination of percentage of mRNA encapsulation and free mRNA hydrodynamic diameters. Use
of RiboGreen® fluorescent Reagent to label the free (unencapsulated) mRNA (red traces) and the total mRNA after deformulation of the LNP
with Triton X-100 (purple traces). Experimental conditions: µSIL-FC coated capillaries of 61 cm total length (40 cm to the fluorescence
detector) × 50 μm i.d. Buffer: TE buffer (10mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.5). Capillary presaturation: LNP for 10min at 60mbar. Capillary
preconditioning between runs: H2O for 2 min at 960mbar followed by 2min TE buffer at 960mbar. Injection: 20mbar, 6 s. Mobilization
pressure: 60mbar. Sample: LNP formulations F1 and F3 with RiboGreen® fluorescent Reagent and with (purple trace) or without (red trace)
Triton X-100 at 0.5% (v/v) in the sample. Fluorescence excitation at 480 nm, emission light wavelength ranges from 515 to 760 nm. All results
are presented in triplicates.
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proportion of each nanoparticle in the mixture, and consequently
a non-biased mass-average size. Moreover, the complementary
use of these two methods comply with the US FDA recommenda-
tion about the use of orthogonal methods to address technique-
related differences for critical drug product parameters [55].
Subsequently, TDA was used to study the degradation of mRNA

in the presence of ribonucleases. Degradation of mRNA is one of
the main reasons why mRNA should be encapsulated into LNPs
[56, 57]. It was observed that the addition of small amounts of
RNase A is able to cut mRNA into small pieces as its hydrodynamic
diameter instantly drops from 43 to 1.4 nm. TDA thus allowed a
clear observation of mRNA degradation. Concerning the mRNA
loaded LNPs, no visible degradation was directly observed by TDA
after RNase addition.
It was demonstrated that TDA can be also used to determine

the percentage of mRNA encapsulation within LNPs and the size
integrity of the encapsulated mRNA. The results obtained were
consistent with those obtained by Ribogreen assay using a
microplate reader. The degree of encapsulation is an important
parameter, as unencapsulated mRNA can easily be degraded and
hardly penetrate into the cytoplasm of cells due to its negative
charge. For the two studied formulations, the size of the free
mRNA obtained by TDA was smaller than the one of the
encapsulated mRNA, which shows a potential degradation of
the free mRNA when the formulations are stored in non-RNase
free conditions. mRNA integrity is a critical parameter, as in case of
degradation, it can no longer be translated into the protein of
interest. Therefore, the vaccine efficacy highly depends on the rate
of encapsulation and on mRNA integrity.
Finally, this study showed that a single capillary electrophoresis

equipment is able to provide valuable and complementary
information on mRNA-LNP formulations. As TDA is easy to
automatize, inexpensive and allow to work under physiological
conditions, it could be advantageously used for quality control
and stability studies to control LNPs size and mRNA size integrity.
As it requires small volumes (nL are injected, 20 µL typically
handled), TDA can also be used for research purpose to optimize
LNP formulations parameters.
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